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Abstract The liquid cloudmicrophysical properties for stratiform rain (SR) have been investigated in Part 1
of this series. Since convective rain (CR) has characteristics in raindrop size distribution (DSD) and
precipitation that are distinct from SR, we investigate the CR properties in this study by using 20 hr of CR
samples collected by 17 Automatic Parsivel Units disdrometers during the Midlatitude Continental
Convective Clouds Experiment over the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Southern Great Plains site. A
full spectrum of DSD is constructed based on a total of 23 size channels (0.321 to 9.785 mm), and both
Gamma and Exponential fitted functions are applied to extract the DSD shape parameters. Compared to SR
properties, CR has distinct features including broader size range and narrower exponential slope parameter
(λE). These results indicate that the assumption of constant exponential intercept parameter (N0E) is
inappropriate for CR rain rate estimates. Additionally, the subsetting scheme of the CR DSD spectra also has a
strong impact on the Gamma/Exponential functions. Therefore, a new CR DSD parameterization scheme is
developed by choosing the appropriate spectra subset with the constraint of rain rate and using the constant
λE instead of constant N0E. With the input of the radar reflectivity at the lowest observed height, the newly
calculated CR rain rates match well with the collocated surface rain gauge measurements (127 Mesonet
stations and 17 Automatic Parsivel Units), while the rain rates calculated using traditional Z-R relationship are
3–4 times larger, indicating that constant λE is a better assumption for CR DSD.

1. Introduction

Deep convective systems (DCSs) play a significant role both in global climate and local hydrological systems
(e.g., Feng et al., 2011, 2012; Futyan & Del Genio, 2007), as the convection-related precipitation contributes up
to 60% of annual total precipitation in the central United States (Ashley et al., 2003; Fritsch et al., 1986).
Through the combination of Next-Generation Radar (NEXRAD) radar and Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite observations, a hybrid cloud classification method was developed by Feng et al.
(2011), and the DCSs were objectively classified into components of convective core (CC), stratiform rain
(SR), and anvil clouds (AC) regions. This classification is critical because different portions of a DCS feature dif-
ferent precipitation properties and should be investigated separately. For example, Feng et al. (2011) found
that the SR accounts for light and moderate rainfall and large spatial coverage and can last more than 10 hr,
while the convective rain (CR) rain rates can be 1 order of magnitude higher than SR rain rate, causing a surge
in accumulated precipitation amount within a short time period.

Over the past few decades, the CR characteristics have been investigated through different platforms,
such as surface-based disdrometers and radar observations (e.g., Cao et al., 2008; Cao & Zhang, 2009;
Joss & Waldvogel, 1990; Sauvageot, 1994; Zhang et al., 2011, 2016) and satellite observations (e.g.,
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission precipitation product (TRMM; Houze et al., 2015; Schumacher &
Houze, 2003), and Self-Calibrating Multivariate Precipitation Retrieval (SCaMPR; Kuligowski, 2010; Stenz
et al., 2014). Although the surface in situ measurements can provide detailed raindrop size distribution
(DSD) information, their limited sampling area and scarce distribution make the long-term statistics diffi-
cult to achieve because the convective overpasses over a disdrometer usually last for a few minutes. The
lack of large spatial coverage and continuous CR observation can be complemented by satellite remote
sensing. However, the uncertainties of satellite-retrieved precipitation properties (e.g., precipitation type
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and intensity) remain large especially for the optically thick clouds (Stenz et al., 2014, 2016) because the
passive satellite retrievals are more or less representative of cloud top properties, not entire column
information.

For the purpose of data compression, the disdrometer-measured DSDs are believed to follow certain distri-
bution functions whose characteristics can be depicted by two or three parameters. Inspired by the work con-
ducted by Marshall and Palmer (1948), the representation of DSD is commonly assumed to follow an
exponential function with the simplification of constant intercept (N0E = 0.08 cm�4 for straitiform rain).
Based on this assumption, the Marshall-Palmer Z-R relationship (Z = 200R1.6, where Ze has the unit of mm6/
m3 and R is in mm/hr) was developed, which directly converts the radar reflectivity at the lowest observed
height (the 6th moment of DSD) to surface rain rate (3.5th moment of DSD).

Following the same assumption, a series of Z-R relationships targeting different precipitation types were

developed based on surface rain rate measurements and near-surface radar reflectivity (e.g., Z = 300R1.4

for convective rainfall by Doviak & Zrnic, 1984; Z = 250R1.2 for tropical rainfall by Rosenfeld et al., 1993).
However, previous studies (e.g., Amitai, 2000; Klazura et al., 1999) have demonstrated that the radar-based
precipitation estimates using the default CR Z-R relationship in operational National Severe Storms
Laboratory precipitation product (Zhang et al., 2011, 2016) are always greater than the direct rain gaugemea-
surements. In order to mitigate the overestimation of CR rain rate from the Z-R relationship, the convective
rain rate is capped at 103.8 mm/hr in the recent operational NEXRAD-based national precipitation product,
Multi-Radar-Multi-Sensor Quantitative Precipitation Estimation (QPE) system (Zhang et al., 2016). This cap

also considers the potential contamination of hail that enlarges Ze observations but contributes nothing
to precipitation.

In addition to the existing Z-R relationships, the dual-polarization radar products (differential reflectivity, spe-
cific differential phase, specific attenuation, etc.) are also related to rain rate estimation (e.g., R = aAH

b, where
AH is the specific attenuation (Diederich et al., 2015; Giangrande et al., 2014; Ryzhkov et al., 2014) and a and b
are the coefficient and exponent, respectively). Moreover, the availability of multiple radar variables as well as
multiple wavelength radar observations makes the more complicated DSD assumption possible. For example,
the normalized Gamma function has been widely applied to active remote sensing precipitation retrieval (e.g.,
TRMM), especially the dual-frequency precipitation radars onboard the Global Precipitation Measurement
(GPM) core observatory. Nonetheless, neither the data sets of dual-polarization nor dual-frequency radar
observations are fully developed, thus the operational QPE over the continental United States is still based
on power-law Z-R relationships with an assumption of exponential DSD (Zhang et al., 2016).

In order to mitigate the overestimation issue presented by the default CR Z-R relationship, numerous efforts
have been made on calibrating radar-based rainfall estimates with gauge measurements (e.g., Fulton et al.,
1998; Haberlandt, 2007; Hossain et al., 2004; Kalinga & Gan, 2006; Xin et al., 1997), and newly developed
Z-R relationships have been proven to be more accurate for CR rain rate estimate. For example, Z = 250R1.2

(Xin et al., 1997) is reported with optimal performance for fast moving convective storms. Using a fixed expo-
nent of 1.4, Amitai (2000) found that CR samples at different locations and time periods feature varying coef-
ficients. Although different CR Z-R relationships are provided from previous studies, the application of those
relationships is greatly constrained because they were generated from different cases where there are exten-
sively spatial and temporal variations in CR (Chiang et al., 2007; Xiao & Chandrasekar, 1997). That is, no unique
set of Z-R relationships based on empirical fitting can provide an adequate CR rain rate estimate under a
broad range of situations (Trafalis et al., 2002). As mentioned above, the early practice of CR Z-R relationship
development was built upon the assumption of constant N0E in a power-law form. The intrinsic limitation as
revealed in previous studies indicates that constant N0E may not be a valid assumption, and the optimal CR
Z-R relationship should be developed from disdrometer-measured DSDs.

By combining aircraft in situ measurements and surface disdrometer measurements, the microphysical prop-
erties of ice and liquid layers of the SR region were thoroughly studied in previous companion papers (Tian
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015, 2016). In Part I of this series (Wang et al., 2016), a new SR Z-R relationship was
developed based on aircraft measured DSD by incorporating the dependence between exponential para-
meters, and the retrieved rain rates demonstrated better agreement with direct rain gauge measurements

than the ones using traditional power law Z-R relationship. Although the traditional constant N0E
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assumption seems valid for the SR estimation in Part 1, it could be proble-
matic for the CR estimation as demonstrated in Figure 1, which is the main
focus of Part 2 in this study. However, due to the lack of aircraft in situ mea-
surements over the CR region, the surface disdrometer is the sole data
source for accurate CR DSD measurements. Given the fact that the opera-
tional CR Z-R relationship yields severe overestimation compared to rain
gauge measurements (e.g., Fulton et al., 1998; Xin et al., 1997), the
improvement in CR rain rate estimation is necessary. With the focus of
accurate retrieval on CR rain rate from NEXRAD radar reflectivity, instead

of constant N0E assumption, this study proposes an alternative approach
to parameterize the CR DSD by using the densely distributed surface
DSD measurements during the Midlatitude Continental Convective
Clouds Experiment (MC3E; Jensen et al., 2015).

2. Data

The distinction in DSD between SR and CR is well known for the phenom-
enon called N0 jump (Waldvogel, 1974), which reveals the discontinuity in
the change of exponentially fitted intercept parameter (N0E) with convec-
tive activity from no convection (SR-dominated precipitation corresponds

to lower constant N0E values) to convection (CR-dominated precipitation corresponds to higher-varying N0E

values). This feature was also captured by the Distromet model RD-80 disdrometer deployed at the
Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Southern Great Plains central facil-
ity (SGP, 36°36018″N, 97°2906″W). The RD-80 disdrometer transforms the impact of a raindrop falling on the
pressure sensor into drop diameter, which has a measurable size range from 0.3 to 5.4 mm (Joss &
Waldvogel, 1967, 1969; Kinnel, 1976).

The separation of CR versus SR can be easily achieved by using the hybrid Convective-Stratiform-Anvil (CSA)
cloud classification algorithm (Feng et al., 2011) with the input of 5-min 3-D NEXRAD mosaic (Zhang et al.,
2011). In this unsupervised cloud classification method, the convective core portion (CC, corresponding to
the precipitation type of CR) must have maximum reflectivities exceeding 45 dBZ with contiguous echo
top above 6 km, while the SR portion features weak horizontal reflectivity gradient. Notice that there is a pos-
sible spatial mismatch between the disdrometer-based point measurement (sampling area of 50 cm2) and
the NEXRAD-based CSA product (1 km2), that is, the disdrometer could potentially observe non-CR samples
within the CSA-defined CR grid. The subgrid variability at the radar pixel scale was quantified by Jaffrain and
Berne (2012). In their experiment, a dense network of disdrometers was deployed in a grid area of 1 km× 1 km,
and the resulting variation in rain rate estimation fell between�2% to 15%. Therefore, it is a valid approxima-
tion to apply the NEXRAD-based classified CR and SR regions to the disdrometer-based point measurement
although subgrid inhomogeneity exists.

Figure 1 presents 1 year of SR (8,450 valid samples) and 5 years of CR (794 valid samples) collected by the
RD-80 disdrometer at the ARM SGP central facility. These samples have been classified by the hybrid CSA
algorithm (Feng et al., 2011) and shown in the form of an exponentially fitted intercept parameter (N0E) as
a function of slope parameter (λE). Figure 1 also demonstrates that there are no overlaps between the CR
and SR samples and exhibits similar normalized variations (defined as the standard deviation divided by
the absolute value of mean) in N0E (31.8% for CR and 31.5% for SR, calculated in logarithmic scale) with large
differences in λE (15.8% for CR and 29.5% for SR). Figure 1, together with the well-known N0 jump issue, has
demonstrated that there is an intrinsic distinction in DSD between SR and CR, and the constant λE seems to be
a better assumption for the CR.

Although the long-term RD-80 DSD measurements can serve as an indicator revealing the distinction
between SR and CR, the investigation of CR DSD cannot be based on RD-80 measurements due to its limited
size range. Its maximummeasurable raindrop size (5.4 mm) is very close to the upper limit of SR raindrop size
(4 mm; Seto & Iguchi, 2015; Wang et al., 2016), thus unsampled large particles are excluded from the RD-80
measurements. Compared to the traditional disdrometer measurements which base on a pressure

Figure 1. Exponentially fitted intercept parameter (N0E) as a function of
slope parameter (λE) for the convective rain samples (red dots, 2011–2015)
and the stratiform samples (green dots, 2011) collected by the RD-80 disd-
rometer at the Southern Great Plains central facility. DSD = raindrop size
distribution; CR = convective rain; SR = stratiform rain.
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transducer, the OTT Automatic Parsivel Units (APUs) employ more advanced laser optical technology and
extend themaximummeasureable particle size up to 24.5mm (Brawn &Upton, 2008; Kathiravelu et al., 2016).
Figure 2 compares the probabilities and cumulative probabilities of the 17 APUs measured maximum
raindrop volume equivalent diameter between SR (a total of 34,518 1-min samples) and CR (a total of
1,226 1-min samples) during the MC3E field campaign. As shown in Figure 2a no SR samples exceed the 4-
mm threshold, whereas ~40% CR samples have drop size greater than 4 mm, which is consistent with
previous observations from the CC region (e.g., Cao & Zhang, 2009). Although only deployed during the
field campaign for a short period, the APUs are chosen as the reliable measurements for CR, which have
been used to develop a new CR DSD parameterization in this study.

Figure 2. Probability and cumulative probability of maximum raindrop diameter measured by the 17 APUs during MC3E
for (a) stratiform rain and (b) convective rain. APUs = Automatic Parsivel Units; MC3E = Midlatitude Continental
Convective Clouds Experiment.

Figure 3. (a) The accumulated convective rain duration during MC3E and the distributions of (b) Mesonet rain gauges and
(c) disdrometers (APUs are shown as purple triangles, and RD-80 at the ARM SGP central facility is shown as the red dot)
overlaid on convective rain duration. MC3E = Midlatitude Continental Convective Clouds Experiment; APUs = Automatic
Parsivel Units; ARM = Atmospheric Radiation Measurement; SGP = Southern Great Plains.
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As a joint field campaign supported by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration GPM Ground Validation program, and the DOE program,
MC3E was conducted in north central Oklahoma during the period of
April to June 2011. Focusing on improving the understanding and repre-
sentation of cloud and precipitation properties and their interactions, an
unprecedented combination of multiplatform observations was deployed
around the ARM SGP site, including aircrafts, ground-based
cloud/precipitation radars, as well as an extensive radiosonde array. A
focused effort was also made to collect, process, and analyze precipitation
measurements during MC3E. As shown in Figure 3a, following the CSA
classification, the entire state of Oklahoma experienced more than 70 hr
(domain average) of CC overpasses during the 2-month campaign, which
were effectively recorded by the dense Mesonet tipping-bucket rain
gauge network (Figure 3b, 127 stations, https://www.arm.gov/capabil-
ities/instruments/okm; Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)
Climate Research Facility, 1994). Moreover, as shown in Figure 3c and dis-
cussed above, one Disdromet model RD-80 disdrometer and 17 APUs were

deployed around the ARM SGP central facility for raindrop size distribution measurements, and more than
20 hr of valid CR samples were collected. Detailed information of those surface instruments can be found
in Wang et al. (2016).

As an important data product derived from NEXRAD 3-D mosaic, the National Mosaic and Multi-Sensor
Quantitative Precipitation Estimates (Chen et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2011) can be generated by applying
appropriate Z-R relationships (Zhang et al., 2011) to the radar reflectivity at the lowest observed height.
Specifically for the CR estimation, the default Z-R relationship is Z = 300R1.4. For the examination of the opera-
tional CR rain rate estimate, the CSA algorithm is applied to the locations of 127 Mesonet stations. The clas-
sified CC samples (corresponding to the precipitation type of CR) are extracted, and their corresponding Q2
QPEs are compared with direct Mesonet rain rate measurements (Figure 4). As mentioned earlier, the spatial
mismatch between point measurements and gridded radar-based QPEs (1 km spatial resolution) is only asso-
ciated with very limited subgrid variability, thus the Q2 QPEs are comparable with Mesonet rain
rate measurements.

Before moving on to the new CR parameterization, it is necessary to match the measurements from different
instruments with different sampling rates. In this study, the 1-min APU measurements are resampled with
each 5-min NEXRAD interval to match the Q2 retrievals and Mesonet rain rate measurements. After matching

the temporal resolution, another question arises: how can we correctly
identify the CR samples from different measurements? Although the dis-
crimination between CR and SR can be easily achieved by using their dis-
tinct DSD characteristics revealed in previous studies (e.g., Bringi et al.,
2003; Caracciolo et al., 2006; Thurai et al., 2016), those classification meth-
ods cannot be directly applied to the vast area without DSD measure-
ments. As a result, for the operational purpose of improving CR
estimation, CR samples should be identified through the cloud classifica-
tion algorithm based on radar reflectivity (e.g., CSA), rather than the char-
acteristics of DSD. However, APU radar reflectivity, on average, is 20%
larger than NEXRAD reflectivity (Figure 5), thus the radar-based CSA classi-
fication with the input of the APU overestimated reflectivity may include
some non-CR samples (CC is defined by reflectivity ≥45 dBZ). Moreover,
these differences could also result from vertical variability between the
lowest radar observation and the ground, as multiple processes can take
place (e.g., breakup and coalescence). A sensitivity test has shown that
the CSA-classified CR samples have a minimum rain rate value of
4.6 mm/hr measured by the APUs, which apparently belongs to the preci-
pitation type of SR. Therefore, to ensure the robustness of CR DSD statis-
tics, the rainfall rate criterion (Giangrande et al., 2014; Nzeukou et al.,

Figure 4. Rain rate comparison between Mesonet rain rate and collocated
Q2 rain rate estimates for all collocated convective rain samples.

Figure 5. Comparison of radar reflectivity (Ze) between NEXRAD observa-
tions and collocated APU calculations. NEXRAD = Next-Generation Radar;
APU = Automatic Parsivel Unit.
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2004; Tokay & Short, 1996) method is introduced for the identification of
CR overpasses over the APU stations in this study, which simply assumes
all rain rates ≥10 mm/hr as CR samples

As shown in Figure 4, on average, CR rain rate estimates from Q2 based on
the power-law relationship of Z = 300R1.4 are almost fourfold the collo-
cated Mesonet rain rate measurements with a low correlation coefficient.
It is well known that tipping buckets suffer from nonnegligible underesti-
mation issues due to the undercatch of rain drops during tipping (Duchon
et al., 2014; Parsons, 1941). Previous studies (e.g., Colli et al., 2013; Duchon
& Biddle, 2010) have shown that the water loss can be enhanced by hori-
zontal wind, which is usually associated with convective overpasses.
However, even for CR rain rates greater than 200 mm/hr, the underestima-
tion of tipping bucket measurements caused by water loss is believed to
be about 10–15% (Molini et al., 2005), which can only account for a very
limited portion of the large discrepancy between direct measurements
and radar retrievals. As a result, the tipping bucket correction is not per-
formed in this study, and the focus is put on the improvement of radar-
based rain rate estimation.

Using the rainfall rate criterion method, a total of 238 5-min CR samples
have been collected from 17 APUs during MC3E. As above mentioned,
the theoretical design of the APU can measure raindrop sizes up to
25 mm, which is unrealistically large even for CR. The maximum valid mea-
sured raindrop size is 9.18 mm (Adirosi et al., 2016) based on the statistical
results from all available GPM Ground Validation field campaigns related
to warm season convection, including the Hydrological Cycle in the
Mediterranean Experiment (2012; Ferretti et al., 2014), the Iowa Flood
Studies (2013; https://pmm.nasa.gov/ifloods), and the Integrated
Precipitation and Hydrology Experiment (2015; https://pmm.nasa.gov/
IPHEx). Moreover, as clarified in the APU user manual, the first two chan-
nels (average particle size of 0.064 and 0.193 mm) lack evaluation because
they are outside the measurement range (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/
data/obs/instruments/OpticalDisdrometer.pdf). Thus, this study constrains

the APU-measured DSD spectrum to 23 size channels ranging from 0.321 to 9.785 mm based on the shape-
corrected (Beard, 1976) volume-equivalent diameter (ftp://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov/pub/doc/gpmgv/parsivel/
DataFormat_parsivel_fieldCampaign.pdf). Detailed APU DSD spectrum information is listed in Table 1. The
CR DSD fits using Exponential and Gamma functions (Ulbrich, 1983) are carried out accordingly, employing
the same algorithm used in SR region (McFarquhar et al., 2007; Press et al., 1992; Wang et al., 2016) as follows
(in centimeter-gram-second units):

N Dð Þ ¼ N0Ee
�λED; (1)

N Dð Þ ¼ N0ΓD
μΓ e�λΓD: (2)

The fitted results are discussed in section 3.

3. Results
3.1. Sensitivity of Fitting Spectrum Subset to the Precipitation Estimation

As suggested by McFarquhar and List (1993), the fitted DSD spectra are very sensitive to the manners of fit-
ting. Conventionally, almost all the DSD fitting practices take into account all available measured raindrops
starting from the minimum to the maximum detectable sizes (e.g., Bringi et al., 2002, 2003; Gorgucci et al.,
2002; Zhang et al., 2001, 2003). Note that the variability of DSD fitting is greatly determined by small rain-
drops (featuring orders of magnitude higher in droplet number concentration than larger raindrops). In order
to overcome the uncertainty caused by small raindrops, higher moments of DSD representation (e.g., Kozu &

Table 1
The Shape-Corrected Raindrop Volume-Equivalent Diameter Classification for
the APU

Channel number Average diameter (mm)

1 0.064
2 0.193
3 0.321
4 0.450
5 0.579
6 0.708
7 0.836
8 0.965
9 1.094
10 1.223
11 1.416
12 1.674
13 1.931
14 2.189
15 2.446
16 2.832
17 3.347
18 3.862
19 4.378
20 4.892
21 5.665
22 6.695
23 7.725
24 8.755
25 9.785
26 11.330
27 13.390
28 15.450
29 17.510
30 19.570
31 22.145
32 25.235
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Nakamura, 1991; Ulbrich & Atlas, 1998; Vivekanandan et al., 2004) are introduced into the DSD fitting to
balance the contribution of larger raindrops, and the nth moment is calculated as follows:

M nð Þ ¼ ∫
Dmax

Dmin
N Dð ÞDndD; (3)

where Dmin and Dmax are the minimum andmaximum raindrops, liquid water content is proportional toM(3),
rain rate is approximately represented by M(3.5), and M(6) is for Ze. Different combinations of moments are
investigated for the best fitting of DSD (e.g., Kozu & Nakamura, 1991; Testud et al., 2001; Zhang et al.,
2001). The representation of DSD containing large raindrops is still not optimal due to the relatively larger
errors in higher moment measurements (for example, the inconsistent collocated Ze values shown in
Figure 5).

As revealed in previous studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2017; Tokay et al., 2013), APUs tend to severely underesti-
mate the number of small particles especially for heavy precipitation. With the focus of accurate retrieval
on CR rain rate, instead of using the multimoment fit of DSD, this study proposes an alternative approach
of only utilizing the APU measured rain rate as a constraint to evaluate the zeroth moment fit of the DSD.
In order to examine the small raindrops’ impact on the rain rate calculation, DSD fitting based on different
subsets of the DSD spectrum (changing the Dmin in fitting) has been performed in this study. Figure 6a
demonstrates an example of Gamma fitted results using three different subsets of the spectrum (APU03 at
10:20 UTC). The fitted curve (red dotted line) starting from APU channel 3 conforms to the observed DSDs
(blue bars) at the first few channels but soon suffers from severe underestimation in number concentration
toward the end of the spectrum. On the contrary, the red dashed line starting from APU channel 19 has excel-
lent agreement for the last few channels but with severe underestimation in number concentration in the
smaller size channels.

For the quantification of different DSD subsets’ impact on rain rate calculation, subset analysis starting from
each channel is performed on all CR DSD samples, and their mean normalized errors (MNEs) are shown in
Figure 6b which is defined as follows:

Figure 6. (a) Gamma fitted raindrop size distribution (DSDs) using three different subsets of the DSD spectrum. (b)
Comparison of mean normalized errors between rain rates calculated from the Automatic Parsivel Unit-observed DSDs
and gamma fitted DSDs with respect to different subsets of DSD spectrum. MNE = mean normalized error.
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MNE ¼ 1
n
∑ni¼1

∣Rmeasure � Rcalc∣
Rmeasure

; (4)

where Rmeasure is the rain rate measured by APUs and Rcalc is calculated using the fitted DSD based on the
following equation:

RR
mm
hr

� �
¼ 3:6�106∫Dmax

Dmin
N0Ee

�λED π
6
D3V Dð ÞdD: (5)

equation (5) uses the assumption of pristine terminal velocity defined by Gunn and Kinzer (1949), which is
also used for the removal of spurious APU DSD measurements by default (Jaffrain & Berne, 2011; Tokay
et al., 2001). As shown in Figure 6b, the fitted Gamma curve using the subset from channel 14 has theminimal
MNE, which is consistent with Figure 6a (red solid line), where the best overall representation of the observed
DSD is also found at channel 14.

As revealed in previous studies (e.g., Brandes et al., 2004; Cao et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2001), the Gamma
dispersion (μΓ) and slope (λΓ) parameters are highly related, which can serve as the constraint for the
dual-polarization or dual-frequency DSD retrieval. The relationships between Gamma parameters using
three different subsets of the spectrum in Figure 6 are examined, where an interesting clockwise rotation
of the fitted μΓ-λΓ curves is observed as demonstrated in Figure 7a. Channel 3 illustrates large similarities
to the classic μΓ-λΓ curve found by Cao et al. (2008). However, the trend from channel 14 subset follows a
horizontal line, and channel 19 demonstrates a flipped trend compared to those from channel 3. This var-
iation is not only supported by the three selected subsets of spectrum, smooth transition in rotation
angle is also observed by using the continuous increment in subset channels (not shown). For convective
precipitation featuring large raindrops, this study proposes an alternative approach to reduce the uncer-
tainty associated with small raindrops by subsetting the spectra in the DSD Gamma fit, and the choice of
subset scheme has a tremendous impact on the resulting μΓ-λΓ relationship.

Although the Gamma size distribution is commonly used in DSD parameterization, the constant disper-
sion parameter μΓ is always assumed in operation for simplification. For instance, μΓ = 2 in both
TRMM and GPM precipitation radar rain rate retrieval (Kozu et al., 2009), and the surface-observed μΓ
mode values are believed to be around 4–6 (Illingworth & Blackman, 2002; Kozu & Nakamura, 1991;
Tokay & Short, 1996). As shown in Figure 7b, by subsetting from channel 14, the probability distribution
of μΓ follows the Gaussian distribution with a mean value of �0.17 and standard deviation of 0.60, mak-
ing the DSD fit using Exponential function a reasonable assumption which is equivalent to set μΓ = 0 in
Gamma fit. This conclusion is also supported by Zhang et al. (2017), where convective rainfall is found to
be more exponentially distributed than SR due to small μΓ values. Similar to Figure 6b, Figure 8b exam-
ines the sensitivity of the DSD spectrum subset to rain rate calculation using Exponential fitting, where

Figure 7. (a) Comparison of the μΓ-λΓ relationships between three different subsets of spectrum from this study and from
Cao et al. (2008). (b) Probability distributions of μΓ from the subsetting scheme of channel 14 and Gaussian.
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the lowest MNE is also found in the middle channels (channel 13 in this study). Moreover, the subset of
channel 13 can best represent the observed DSD as shown in Figure 8a.

It is necessary to note that by using different criteria of error evaluationmethods (e.g., mean square error, root
mean square error, mean absolute error, and correlation coefficient), the optimal channel subset scheme
always falls in the middle of the spectrum. The MNE is chosen for the largest contrast among the channels,
and the result could vary using different error evaluation approaches.

3.2. Comparison Between Different Parameterization Schemes

Since we have confidence in the subsetting scheme of DSD spectra using Exponential fitting, the next step is
to determine the best approach to establish the empirical relationship between the fitted parameters.
Figure 9a demonstrates two alternative methods in the curve fitting schemes based on all APU-observed
CR samples. One is based on the constant assumption (red solid line, the mean of λE values):

λE ¼ 12:2 cm�1; (6)

along with the others using power law regression (red dashed line):

N0E ¼ 3:38�10�8λE4:75: (7)

By substituting those assumptions into the radar equation:

Z�
e mm6=m3
� � ¼ 1012∫

∞

0 N0Ee
�λEDD6dD; (8)

the direct relationships between N0E and Ze can be established as either

N0E ¼ Ze mm6=m3ð Þ�12:27

Γ 7ð Þ�1012
; (9)

or

Figure 8. Similar to Figure 6 but using exponential fitting.
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N0E ¼ 3:38�10�8 2:4336�107

Ze mm6=m3ð Þ
� � 1

0:47

: (10)

Although equation (7) outperforms equation (6) in capturing the N0E-λE variation as shown in Figure 9a, it also
generates a biased N0E distribution (Figure 9b), as well as an incorrect N0E (Figure 9d) variation with the input
of the APU calculated Ze. In Figure 9b, the observed that N0E (black bars) values have the mode of 10�2 cm�4,
which is well preserved by the constant λE assumption (equation (6)), but the peak is skewed to the larger N0E

value when using the fitted N0E-λE relationship (equation (7)). For the comparison of λE-Ze relationships shown
in Figure 9c, no significant difference in λE retrieved from Ze is found based on different approaches. However,
the observed increasing trend in the N0E-Ze relationship is captured by the constant λE assumption, whereas it
becomes a decreasing trend by using the N0E-λE relationship as illustrated in Figure 9d. It is necessary to note
that from the original N0 jump theory, after the drastic increase in N0E from SR to CR, N0E tends to decay with
increasing convective activity, which is strongly reflected in the Gamma function fitting. For example, the
relationship N0Γ = 4 × 108 R-4.3 was established by Maki et al. (2001) to address this issue.

3.3. Evaluation of the New CR Precipitation Estimation

By substituting equation (9) into the definition of the rain rate (equation (5)), the new CR rain rate can be esti-
mated as follow:

RR mm=hrð Þ ¼ 3:6�106∫Dmax
Dmin

Ze mm6=m3ð Þ�12:27

Γ 7ð Þ�1012
e�12:2D π

6
D3V Dð ÞdD; (11)

where the terminal velocity V(D) still follows the pristine assumption by Gunn and Kinzer (1949).

Figure 9. Comparison between (a) constant λE assumption and fitted N0E-λE relationship, and their applications in (b) N0E
distribution, (c) Ze-λE relationship, as well as (d) Ze-N0E relationship.
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To evaluate the performance of the newly developed Z-R relationship, in
addition to the 17 APU disdrometers measurements, an independent data
set of CR rain rate measurements by 127 Mesonet rain gauges and their
collocated radar reflectivity at the lowest observed height during MC3E
(2941 valid samples, classified by CSA) are also examined in Figure 10.
The newly developed relationship provides a more reasonable rain rate
estimation, compared to the traditional power law CR Z-R relationship,
which indicates that the constant λE could potentially be a better assump-
tion instead of a constant N0E for CR rain rate estimation.

Although lower CR rain rates are generated using the newly developed Z-R
relationship, many critical issues are either overlooked or oversimplified in
this study. For instance, the deformation of large raindrops is not fully con-
sidered. As shown in Figures 11a and 11b, the CSA classified CC regions
(red color) all correspond to high differential reflectivity (ZDR, defined as
the difference between the horizontal and vertical reflectivity factors)
values greater than 2 dB, indicating that the observed raindrops are highly
deformed with lower axis ratios (McFarquhar & Heymsfield, 1996). In con-
trast, the vast SR regions feature much lower ZDR, where spherical raindrop
assumption can work better. Moreover, the V(D) follows the pristine
assumption developed by Gunn and Kinzer (1949) for stagnant air, in
which the impacts of vertical air motion and particle deformation are over-

looked. In recent studies, more sophisticated approximations in raindrop fall velocity are developed in the
forms of polynomial (e.g., Brandes et al., 2008; Cao et al., 2008), power law (e.g., Atlas & Ulbrich, 1977; Pei
et al., 2014), and exponential (e.g., Atlas et al., 1973). However, no matter which mathematical form the
V(D) is, or to which order the polynomial is truncated, one fixed V(D) relationship cannot fully account for
the interactions among complex mechanisms (e.g., coalescence, breakup, turbulence, and winds) during pre-
cipitation events. Thus, synthetic consideration and parameterization of those processes are necessary for
accurately estimating CR rain rate. Among the environmental variables, the vertical air motion plays an
important role as it has immediate impact on the raindrop fall velocity. Traditionally, the quantification of ver-
tical air motion is difficult to achieve because it can vary drastically within small temporal and spatial scales,
especially within the CR region. In a recent study conducted by North et al. (2017), the vertical air motion is
successfully retrieved for deep convective clouds based on the ARM scanning radar, which may shed light on
the future investigation of CR rain rate.

Figure 11c attempts to summarize the relationships among the three simplified variables relevant to the best
estimate of CR rain rate. First, large deformed raindrops have drag effects on the ambient air, which is in the
opposite direction to the CR updraft. Meanwhile, stronger updrafts enhance the raindrop deformation.
Second, large raindrops exhibit faster fall velocities, which is directly related to raindrop deformation.
However, when deformation happens, raindrops expose more contact area to the updraft which slows down
the velocity of the falling raindrop. Lastly, the fall velocity and updraft are negatively related as they are in
opposing directions. Nonetheless, all three factors indicate higher rain rates, so the robust estimation of CR

Figure 10. The scatter plot of measured rain rates (Mesonet and APUs) ver-
sus their collocated lowest available Ze (NEXRAD observed and APU calcu-
lated) during MC3E, overlain by the newly developed Z-R relationship (red
solid line) and the traditional Z-R relationship (red dash line). NEXRAD = Next-
Generation Radar; APU = Automatic Parsivel Unit; MC3E = Midlatitude
Continental Convective Clouds Experiment.

Figure 11. The example of (a) CSA classification based on 3-D radar reflectivity and (b) the observed near-surface differen-
tial reflectivity (ZDR) from single radar observation sampled on 20 May 2011 09:05 UTC, and (c) the conceptual relationships
between environmental variables and rain rate retrieval. CSA = Convective-Stratiform-Anvil.
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rain rate can only be based on an in-depth understanding of those relationships with more observations. In
addition to these three factors, multiple transition processes from cloud to precipitation (e.g., Kumjian & Prat,
2014; Fan et al., 2015, 2018; McFarquhar, 2004a, 2004b; Pruppacher & Klett, 1996), including collision-
coalescence, breakup, and evaporation, also play important roles in CR precipitation estimation, which war-
rant further joint investigation.

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, a total of 20 hr of CR DSD samples measured by 17 APU disdrometers during MC3E were col-
lected and processed to investigate the CR precipitation properties. The surface in situ measurements were
carefully processed and examined, and an alternative CR DSD parameterization scheme was developed,
which was further applied to the CR rain rate estimation. Themain conclusions can be summarized as follows:

1. Compared to the SR DSD, two distinctive features of the CR DSD are observed based on a large amount of
disdrometer DSD measurements over the SGP region. They are (a) broader spectrum distribution (maxi-
mum raindrop size can be up to 8 mm versus less than 4 mm in SR) and (b) less variation in λE (15.8%
for CR versus 29.5% for SR). The constant N0E assumption is valid for the SR estimation but may be proble-
matic for the CR estimation. The assumption of constant λE is more capable in capturing the natural N0E-λE
variation observed by the APUs. By applying λE = 12.2 cm�1 to the definitions of radar reflectivity factor,
CR rain rates can be directly retrieved from the observed Ze values.

2. Since the fitted DSD spectra are sensitive to the manners of fitting, we propose an alternative approach to
reduce the uncertainty associated with small raindrops by introducing higher moments of DSD represen-
tation in the DSD fitting in this study. For the CR DSD, both the Gamma and Exponential DSD function fits
demonstrate a large sensitivity to spectra subsetting schemes. As the starting channel of the DSD is
shifted toward the larger raindrop sizes, an interesting clockwise rotation in the N0Γ-λΓ curves is observed,
where the curve of default full spectra fitting resembles to the classic N0Γ-λΓ relationship. However, with
the measured rain rate as a constraint, the best representation of CR DSD is found by subsetting from the
middle of the spectra, where μΓ is close to 0, making the DSD fit using Exponential function a reasonable
assumption.

3. To evaluate the performance of the newly developed Z-R relationship, in addition to the 17 APU disdrom-
eter measurements, an independent data set of CR rain rate measurements by 127 Mesonet rain gauges
and their collocated radar reflectivity at the lowest observed height during MC3E are also examined.
Compared to the severe overestimation using the traditional power law CR Z-R relationship (Z = 300
R1.4), the newly estimated rain rate is more reasonable and close to the direct CR rain rate measurements.

Although many critical factors related to CR rain rate estimation are overlooked or over-simplified, and the
conclusion was merely based on intensive observations during one field campaign, this study attempts to
explore an alternative approach of CR DSD parameterization. By changing to the assumption of constant
λE, the overestimation issue in CR rain rate calculation is greatly mitigated. It is worthwhile to note that the
new Z-R relationship was established for the MC3E campaign, and the adjustments of optimal subsetting
spectra, as well as the choice of constant λE could vary for different climatic regions by different observations.
For CR precipitation estimation, the calculated rain rate could also be impacted by choosing different
V(D) relationships.
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